Alternative training that can also be provided within the mobile training simulator:
Hazardous Material & Dealing with Spills
Breathing Apparatus
Incident Control

With our unique Confined Space and Height Rescue Training Simulator and team of instructors we can provide an unrivalled and cost effective learning experience for you and your employee’s. We provide a wide variety of courses and can also tailor a course to your specific needs.

Risk Based Courses that can be delivered on the mobile simulator:
● Confined Space for Managers & Supervisors
● Low Risk Confined Space Entry
● Medium Risk Confined Space Entry
● High Risk Confined Space Entry
● Confined Space Emergency Rescue Technician

Courses include instruction in the following:
● Confined Space Regulations
● Confined Space Entry Permit Procedures
● Atmospheric Testing
● Ventilation Techniques
● Plant Isolation Principles
● Escape Breathing Apparatus
● Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
● Confined Space Rescue
● Height Rescue
● Deep Manhole Simulation

Accidents do happen!
● Statistically 1 Confined Space Fatality in Ireland & UK every 2 weeks
● 1500 people injured annually in Confined Space Accidents
● Often it’s the untrained person attempting rescue who fares the worst……..

To book a course, take a tour or for more information:
call 1850 – 202 181
e-mail info@safetysolutions.ie
visit www.safetysolutions.ie
Our purpose built simulator provides many benefits

It’s Realistic
The Simulator offers learners a high fidelity training experience. Exercises can be configured to replicate accurate confined space work scenarios, this allows learners to develop the essential skills for safe confined space operations in a challenging, safe and authentic learning environment.

It’s Assured
All training is delivered by experienced instructors who meet Safety Solutions recognised commitment to the highest standards of instruction and service. Safety Solutions is the premier safety training provider in Ireland and is approved to deliver QQI (FETAC), IOSH, SOLAS and Lantra courses.

It’s Mobile
Training can be held anywhere. Rather than your employee’s coming to us we can take the simulator & instructors to you. This will reduce the amount of time your staff are away from work and the need to travel or incur overnight costs. All equipment is provided or yours can be utilised if you prefer.

It’s Fully Equipped
The simulator is fully self-contained and equipped to meet all learning requirements. It includes breathing apparatus for all learners and a classroom for up to 10 learners with full AV facilities. It has a standalone power supply for remote locations.

Save Time & Money on Confined Space Training without compromising the Quality

Call 1850 20 21 81 or email info@safetysolutions.ie to enquire or book